
DATASHEET FROM  MINIWALLET VINTAGE CHOCOLATE

This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.

Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 130 7890
E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

MINIWALLET VINTAGE CHOCOLATE
Serie: Leather Serie: Miniwallet
Order number: 8718215281269
Hersteller: Secrid

€60.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Miniwallet Vintage chocolate"

The most iconic wallet and the perfect all-rounder. The Miniwallet is compact in size and surprisingly large in storage capacity. With a
wide variety of styles and colours, it fits every pocket.

The aluminium Cardprotector is the heart of the minimalist wallet. It has a patented sliding system that gives access to the cards you
use most with one simple click. Additionally, the Cardprotector protects your cards against bending, breaking and unwanted wireless
reading of RFID and NFC cards. The Cardprotector won the Red Dot Design Award 2009.metta

Cardprotector (4-6 cards), four extra cards, banknotes, business cards, receipts.

Leather: Full of character
The Vintage leather has a carefully abraded surface and a wax finish that gives a stonewashed look. The wax makes it more sensitive
to scratches, making this lively leather more personal over time.
-Aniline dyed, finishedwith wax
-Becomes more personal with use
-European cowhide
-Made in Holland

Size: 65x102x21 mm

Related links to "Miniwallet Vintage chocolate"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Secrid

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=8718215281269
https://www.franzen.de/en/secrid/

